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Trio Sonata in d minor
for flute, oboe, and continuo

Largo
Allegro con fuoco
Adagio
Allegro

Sharon Ostow - flute
J.B. LOEILLET
(revised by Andres Beon)

Laurie Andres - harpsichord
Ish Bicknell - oboe
Nina Dorsey - viola da gamba
Sharon Ostow - flute

Four Songs for 3 Clarinets

Steve Brettler - Bb clarinet
Danny Dorff - Bass Clarinet
Gunnar Schonbeck - Eb Clarinet

Sharon Ostow - flute

Part-time Invention

Grisha Alexiev - Drums
Lee Edelberg - Harpsichord
Willie Finckel - Bass Fiddle
Sharon Ostow - flute

- INTERMISSION -

"One Warm Spring Night..."

Tommy Andres - oboe
Steve Brettler - clarinet
Greg Brown - guitar
Danny Dorff - bass clarinet
Beverly Dyer - cello
Marianne Finclel - string bass
Jane Glick - viola
Jim Hoberman - flute
Cindy Kallet - violin

Dan Levitan - percussion
Charlie Morgan - alto flute
Gretchen Paxson - violin
Peggy Richardson - viola
Neal Richmond - cello
Amelia Rogers - cello
Sue Temple - viola
Andy Teirstein - violin
Abigail Tischler - percussion

* This Concert is being presented in partial fulfillment of the requirements for the Bachelor of Arts Degree.
Duo for Flute and Piano (1972)  
I Flowing  
II Poetic, Somewhat Mournful  
III Lively, with bounce

Lionel Nowak - piano  
Sharon Ostow - flute

And introducing - MICHAEL STAROBIN as stage manager